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1: Show Me How To Cast Off In Knitting - Millville Stitchers
The accompanying book features Mary Ruth's knitting instructions written "just the way Grandma taught me," with all the
basic techniques and directions for four projects: a Barkley Ball, Hotsy-Totsy Hat, Tasseled Skinny Scarf, and Kitty
Comforter.

Once you get the hang of it, you will quickly become addicted. The click, click sound of knitting will become
a constant in your life. When you first learn how to knit, a scarf is a great beginning project. It offers you easy
practice, but also leaves you with a handmade scarf to add to your wardrobe. Gather your supplies before you
start. I choose my knitting needles and yarn based on how they feel. You need to be comfortable with how
they feel in your hands. Choose your products carefully and make sure you feel comfortable with them. You
will want to use worsted weight yarn. When you first begin, you should choose one solid color later on you
can use multiple and variegated colors. Make sure you touch all of the different yarns you like before buying.
Knitting needles are available in many different materials, like metal, plastic, bamboo, resin, and different
kinds of wood. I personally prefer wood or bamboo needles, and they are great for beginners. Again, choose
something that feels most comfortable to you. It is helpful to have a crochet hook for picking up dropped
stitches size H or close. You should keep a pair of scissors on hand to cut your yarn. This might seem like an
odd material, but it is necessary. Wooden needles and the yarn absorb oils from your hands. You need to find a
way to keep your hands moisturized while keeping your yarn clean. Knitting Terminology, Abbreviations, and
Symbols After you learn how to knit, you will need to know the terminology to follow patterns. When you
cast on you are creating a row of initial stitches on your knitting needle. This is how you begin your project.
The knit stitch is the basic knitting stitch. The purl stitch is kind of like the inverse of the knit stitch. You often
combine it with the knit stitch in many projects. This is the side of the garment that will show when worn.
This side of the garment is the side that will be inside when worn. The side of the work closest to your right
hand as you are working on it. The side of the work closest to your left hand as you are working on it. The
asterisk is used to mark the beginning and end of a portion of instructions that you will do more than once.
Parentheses enclose instructions which should be worked the exact number of times specified by the number
following the parentheses. Knit 1, purl 1 twice means that you will complete the instructions between the
parentheses two times before moving on with the instructions. Choose Your Favorite Yarn! Even the simplest
stitches can make a spectacular scarf. Casting On Casting on is one of the most difficult parts of knitting to
learn, but is easy once you get the hand of it. Because it is a bit complex, I recommend you read my article
How to Cast On if you are a beginning knitter. This is an easy, illustrated, step-by-step guide to this beginning
step to any knitting project. How to Knit Knitting is made up of two basic stitches, the knit stitch and the purl
stitch. You can combine these two stitches to create a lot of different effects and textures. Ready to learn the
knit stitch? Cast on 24 stitches. Hold the needle with the 24 cast-on stitches in your left hand. Insert the point
of the right needle into the first stitch, from front to back under the left needle. With your right index finger,
bring the loose yarn under and over the point of the right needle. Now, draw the yarn through the stitch with
your right needle point. Slip the first loop on the left needle off, so you now have the new stitch on the right
needle. You have completed your first knit stitch! Repeat these four steps in each stitch remaining on your left
needle. When all of the stitches are on your right needle, with none left on your left needle, one row has been
completed. Turn the right needle, hold it in your left hand, and use the free needle in your right hand. Work
another row of stitches. Practice by knitting 10 more rows of knit stitch. Step-by-Step Photos Insert the right
needle into the first stitch on the left needle, from front to back. Bring the loose yarn under and over the
needle. Draw the yarn through the stitch with your right needle. Slip the first loop on the left needle off. The
new stitch will now be on your right needle. Begin the steps over with the next stitch on the left needle. Insert
needle and yarn over. Pull the yarn through the stitch. Drop the stitch off the left needle, leaving the new stitch
on the right needle. Garter Stitch The pattern that forms when you knit every row is called the garter stitch. It
looks the same on both sides. The difference between the knit and purl stitches is that with purl stitch, you
insert your right needle point from right to left, in front of your left needle. You can cast on more stitches, or
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continue on with the 10 rows you knitted from above. Insert your right needle, from left to right, into the first
stitch, and in front of the left needle. Hold the yarn in front of your work the side facing you , and bring the
yarn around the right needle counterclockwise. Using your right needle, pull the yarn back through the stitch.
Slide the stitch off of the left needle, leaving the new stitch on your right needle. You have completed your
first purl stitch! Repeat these four steps in every stitch across the row to complete one row of purled stitches.
Now, transfer the needle with the stitches from your right to left hand. Knit every stitch in the row. At the end
of the row, transfer the needle with the stitches to your left hand, then purl every stitch in the next row. Knit
another row, then purl another row. Step-by-Step Photos Insert right needle into first stitch on left needle. The
right needle will be in front of the left needle. Bring loose yarn over the right needle, from right to left. Bring
loose yarn through the stitch, then drop old stitch off of loose needle. The new stitch will be on the right
needle. Here is a view of the purl stitch from further along the row. Stop and look at your work. When you
alternate between knit and purl rows, you create a common stitch pattern called the stockinette stitch. Continue
practicing the stockinette stitch until you feel comfortable with the knit and purl stitches. You can make a
scarf of all garter stitch, all stockinette stitch, or follow one of the patterns below. The Ribbed Scarf This is a
fairly basic scarf which will let you practice the two stitches you just learned: The ribbing on this scarf will
make it skinnier than it will first appear on your needles. Work 2x2 rib across row, beg with K2 and ending
with K2, turn. Rep last two rows until scarf is desired length. Cast on 38 stitches or 18 stitches if you want a
skinnier scarf. Work 2x2 ribbing across the row by knitting two stitches, then purling two stitches, then
knitting two stitches, etc. You will begin this row by knitting two stitches, and end the row by knitting two
stitches. Turn your work, so the stitches will once again be on your left side. Continue the ribbing by working
the stitches as they appear. Begin this row by purling two stitches and end with purling two stitches. Repeat
these two rows until the scarf reaches your desired length. Bind of the stitches in rib. You can add fringe if you
want. As the scarf gets longer, you will easily see the pattern.
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2: How to Purl Stitches - Easy Knitting Tutorial
Learn how to knit your own mittens, hats, scarves, and more. We'll take you through the step-by-step instructions. Don't
miss out: Get Martha's Guide to Knitting â€” it's the exclusive resource for knitters of all skill levels.

Sitemap Beginning Knitting - How to Start Knitting For someone who wants to learn to knit, beginning
knitting can seem confusing at first. You may be wondering just how to start knitting and what you need to get
started. When you are just beginning knitting all you really need is a ball of yarn and some comfortable
knitting needles. I can spend hours going through all the different types of yarn, the colors and those
wonderful textures. And choosing the right ball of yarn for your knitting project can be puzzling. Make sure to
pick out a nice light color too so that you can see your stitches better. Need help reading the yarn label? Here
is how to read a yarn label. One note on picking out knitting yarns. Cotton yarns are wonderful though but
give yourself some practice time first. Knitting needles are the next important tools for knitting. And there are
loads to choose from. Needles come in many different materials like bamboo, wood, plastic, aluminum and so
on. Every knitter has their favorites to knit with and over time you will too. Because you are beginning
knitting and just starting out you may want to experiment with different needles to see which ones you like.
After all you will need a few pairs in different sizes. Or you may even want to consider circular knitting
needles. You can still knit flat with them and the great thing is they hold a lot of stitches for bigger knitting
projects. I have two favorite interchangeable knitting needle sets I use and I love both. Denise and Knitters
Pride. In all honesty though I use the Denise needles the most. Of course you can also buy a set of straight
knitting needles too. Back to the different materials in knitting needles Bamboo or wood needles are great
choices for beginning knitting. Plastic and aluminum can be slippery and your knitting stitches can slip off the
ends more easily. It all depends on how you knit and what your preferences are. You may love the bamboo
needles or you may like knitting faster with the plastic or aluminum. So which size knitting needles should
you choose? I would start knitting with a medium size needle medium yarn, medium needles , around a size 7
4. These sizes are often used for medium weight yarns and they feel the most comfortable in your hands. I like
these sizes too. Actually the size I use the most is a US 9 5. They range in length from 7 inches which is
usually used for children, and go up from there; 8 - 14 inches. I find the shorter lengths less cumbersome and
much easier to use than the really long ones. Even the ones for children are great while you practice. I have
some short ones I really like knitting with for smaller projects. Just remember that when you start knitting
bigger items you may need a longer length knitting needle in order to hold all the stitches. The size of the
knitting needles and the size of the knitting yarn should compliment each other so: Really thin knitting yarn really thin knitting needles and Really thick yarn - really thick needles I created a little page about knitting
needle sizes here to help you understand about the sizing. Plus you can download a nifty knitting needle
conversion chart as well. Maybe you already have your ball of yarn and knitting needles?
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3: How to Knit on Circular Needles: 13 Steps (with Pictures)
Learn to Knit with Mary Ruth! Mary Ruth and her brother Jacob visit their grandma. Suddenly a storm strikes, and all the
lights go out. No television! No computer! Grandma saves the day by teaching Mary Ruth and Jacob how to knit. In this
box you will find two books about Mary Ruth and her.

I am both humbled and inspired by your interest. Cast on 14 stitches. Knit to desired length for placement of
buttons. Knit two horizontal button holes. Continue knitting to finished length. Measure and sew on buttons.
Guess I still need a little practice on the "finishing up" corner! I am so proud! This is my first start-to-finish
knitting project. I never really knew how to finish things off and disengage the needles which, as you see
above, will need a little more work to perfect! On a recent trip to Florida, I told my friend, Wendy, I wanted
her to show me how to knit -- and so she did just that! Wendy says she learned to knit in the Girl Scouts,
around the age of nine and has been knitting every since. My mother taught me how to cast on and knit when I
was a kid, but I never got past those few wobbly rows. While we were knitting in warm, sunny Florida: D
Wendy and I talked about a charming little knitting shop in our hometown that sold yarn, needlework supplies
and offered knitting lessons. I loved that place -- The Knitting Nook -- though I never did more than buy
pieces of angora we used to wrap around ring bands we made out of file folders. How kind those women were
to cut gorgeous balls of angora yarn into inch pieces for a bunch of silly school girls! Wendy says she spent a
lot of her babysitting money on yarn at The Knitting Nook, but never gained access to the circle of knitters
who seemed to knit a lot on weekday mornings, and our stuffy high school never offered field trips for
knitters! The grouping of comfy old chairs and couches making the knitters circle looked so inviting to me. I
longed for a place inside that circle of women talking, laughing and nodding to passersby, while their needles
never stopped clickity-clacking through big balls of yarn. And the bins stuffed full of yarns wrapped around
the room like a big, cozy patchwork quilt. My fingers itched to feel the difference between a stout,
no-nonsense wool and the frothy, romantic angoras. By the time I was old enough to be one of those women, I
had moved far away and was a seamstress, rather than a knitter. Wendy and I shared those fond memories of
The Knitting Nook last week, as she coached me along with the project she helped me to select at Knitting
with Nancy in Naples, FL. Alas, there was no circle of chairs inviting us to settle in and knit for a while, but
there was an impressive rainbow of yarns from around the world. And so many clever and adorable samples of
patterns and projects. I would have been quite content to plop myself down on the floor and stay all day,
gleaning all the knitting wisdom I could, but Wendy was working that night and we had to hurry home to get
me started on my knitting. I came away from Knitting with Nancy with two sets of needles -- sizes 17 and
After a few quick demos and pointers, Wendy went off to work and I knitted the scarf in the picture above.
Somewhere along the way, I decided to turn it into a collar by adding buttonholes and some pretty shell
buttons we found at a gigantic JoAnn Fabrics. I simply cannot follow a "recipe" completely, always changing
something to suit my own taste. The Knitting Nook has been gone for a long time, but now that I am living
back home and finally ready to be a knitter, I miss it all over again. I still look longingly through the windows
where it was located and I imagine those women snuggled into that circle of comfy chairs, with the rhythmic
click-clack of their needles. Oh, how I wish they were still there, so I could finally take my place among them
-- the ladies who knit. Maybe some of you knit? Shall we pull up some chairs into a cyber circle and share our
knitting stories and projects?
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4: How to Knit for Beginners: Cast-On to Cast-Off
The ultimate how-to-knit guide for kids, Show Me How: Knitting covers all the knitting basics with a fun storybook and
easy-to-follow, kid-friendly instructions. From seasoned knit and crochet guidebook authors Susan Levin and Gloria
Tracy, this perfect beginners' manual will bring a sense of wonder and excitement to knitting that the whole family can
enjoy.

It has taught me patience and given me beautiful, tangible family heirlooms. All knitting starts with casting on.
This creates loops on the needle which will become the first row of stitches. Here I present four cast on
techniques which are. How to Cast Off. This video shows you how to bind off to en. To cast off in knitting,
also known as binding off, it requires a bit more yarn than a regular knitted row, as each stitch is pulled over
the next and off th. Look number one is an elegant dress by emerging designer Julianna Bass. A trick that you
can do to the last stitch of your bind off to square up that stitch and avoid the messy corner you get on your
knitting edge. But there was just one small bump to be overcome before the project could cast on. After the
cast-on, you can work the knit stitch or the purl stitch, which are the foundation stitches of knitting. Do what
works for. When you go to knit off of this bottom edge, every other stitch ie. This video knitting tutorial will
help you learn how to knit the basic knit bind off. This stitch is the perfect ending to almost any knit project
and neccessary to remove live stitches from the needles. Because of this, this cast-on method is sometimes
known as the cast-off cast-on method. The following explanations and images are for those who knit.
Cross-stitch Toads And Frogs Octopus alert! The Crochtopus is a pattern for a crochet octopus! This little guy
makes a great gift for a child or octopus enthusiast. Use these free amigurumi patterns to. Free Shipping on
Qualified Orders. Why do I have so many stitches on my needle? These steps show you how to knit flatly.
You need two single pointed needles, Basic instructions on how to teach children to knit. Where do I start?
My daughter wanted to learn to knit when she was 3, but I found that she needed help in forming every stitch.
She enjoyed knitting with meâ€¦ You can watch in the comfort of your own home. Replay as often as you need
to. Knitting is the ideal hobby. Knitting is sociable â€” you can always knit while chatting to friends Here are
over free knitting machine video links from around the web. Red Deer Knitting Lowest guaranteed prices on
brand-name sewing, embroidery, and serger machines. Sewing machine parts and accessories. Threads and
notions for sewing, quilting, and embroidery. Select your region to enter our site. Red Deer is part of the
Knitting machines galore since one is never enough, photo tutorials, and knits gone wild Cast On, Bind Off:
And that, folks, is why every blessed one of us needs this book. Choose from among 33 cast ons and 21 bind
offs to give your next project the perfect edge. How to Get Away with Murder: This story contains major
spoilers from the season 3 premiere of How to Get Away with Murder. Casey Jenkins is an Australian
performance artist who has spent 28 days knitting with wool that she has placed inside her vagina. She calls
the exhibit Casting Off My Womb. Leave a Reply Your email address will not be published.
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5: VIDEO: How to knit socks (from a newbieâ€™s needles) - Stitch This! The Martingale Blog
How to knit if you're an absolute beginner! In this video, I teach you how to: 1. Work a slip knot 2. Cast on 3. Work the
knit stitch 4. Bind off I also include instructions for what to do if you.

Learn How to Knit Choose a slide Learn how to knit your own mittens, hats, scarves, and more. Slip knitting
needle through pretzel shape as shown, and pull yarn ends to tighten. Drape tail of yarn over left thumb and
working yarn ball end over left index finger. Use your other fingers to catch yarn lengths in left palm. Insert
needle upward through loop on thumb. Remove thumb from loop. Keeping yarn ends secured in palm,
reposition thumb, and tighten new stitch on right-hand needle. Wrap the working yarn around your left index
finger, and hold it in back of the left-hand needle. Insert point of right-hand needle from front to back into the
first cast-on stitch on the left-hand needle, opening up a stitch. Catch working yarn with right-hand needle.
Pull yarn through opened stitch. Slip cast-on stitch off left-hand needle while holding middle finger against
second cast-on stitch to ensure it does not also slip off. The stitch on the right-hand needle is the newly formed
knit stitch. Continue knitting across the cast-on row. When you have emptied the last stitch from the left-hand
needle completing a row , exchange needles, returning the needle with stitching to your left hand. The working
yarn is held in the front of the project instead of the back, and the needle is inserted from the back to the front
instead of from front to back. Hold the needle with cast-on stitches in your left hand. Wrap the working yarn
ball end around your left index finger, and hold it in front of the work. Insert point of right-hand needle, from
back to front, into the first cast-on stitch on the left-hand needle, opening up a stitch. Lay working yarn over
needle from front to back by moving left index finger downward. Push working yarn from front to back
through cast-on stitch. The stitch on right-hand needle is the newly formed purl stitch. As a purl stitch faces
you, it looks like a grain of rice; its reverse side looks like a V. Basically, you knit as usual but hold a few
stitches in reserve on a cable needle until you need them. With the knit side facing you, insert crochet hook,
front to back, into loop of dropped stitch. Use hook to catch the first horizontal "ladder," and pull it through
loop to the front. Repeat until all ladders have been pulled through loop. Place the stitch back onto left-hand
needle, with the right side of the loop on the front of the needle. To pick up a stitch dropped on a purl row,
turn your work around, and follow the directions for picking up a dropped knit stitch. Thomas Straub 7 of 9
How to Join Yarn To join a new ball of yarn while knitting, simply stop knitting with the old ball leaving at
least a 6-inch tail and begin knitting with the new one also leaving a long tail. The first stitch will be loose;
pull yarn ends to tighten it. Insert left-hand needle into first stitch; lift stitch up over second stitch and 2 off the
needle. Continue knitting stitches in this manner until all stitches have been cast off. Cut working yarn,
leaving a 6-inch-long tail. Pull tail through last stitch to secure. Use a yarn needle to weave tail ends of yarn
through backs of several stitches, picking up only surface loops. Simply fill out a card with color, gauge,
pattern, and other relevant information for each project and store cards together in an easy-to-access place.
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6: How to Knit a Scarf: An Illustrated, Step-by-Step Guide | FeltMagnet
Note: Citations are based on reference standards. However, formatting rules can vary widely between applications and
fields of interest or study. The specific requirements or preferences of your reviewing publisher, classroom teacher,
institution or organization should be applied.

Join me and Sarah, our marketing graphic designer, as we show you that even beginner knitters can tackle
these techniques and learn how to knit socks! The heel flap is the only part of the sock not knit in the round.
Then work the other half of the stitches back and forth using just two dpns. With either method, the stitches on
the holder or resting needle s will be reserved for the front of the sock, while the ones worked back and forth
will form the part of the sock that continues down along the back of your heel that is, the heel flap. Sock
knitters have devised many ways to knit the heel flap, from basic to quite intricate. Turning the Heel I admit,
the first time I read a sock pattern, the part about turning the heel had me a little perplexed. Knit X amount of
stitches, turn, knit 2 together, knit some more and turn again. It did work out. Until you actually knit those
short rows knit a partial row, make a decrease, turn the sock and work your way back without finishing the
row , it sounds confusing or maybe even hard. But take a look at Sarah doing her first heel turn in this video.
The gussets of a sock are those stitches along the inner and outer ankle. This is the part of your sock with the
most stitches, giving you enough room to not only slip your toes into the sock, but also to pull the sock over
your heel. Then work the stitches that were resting on your holder or spare needle. Finally, pick up more
stitches on the other side of the heel flap. It may all seem a bit baffling now, but as this video shows , picking
up the stitches is quite doable, even for someone like Sarah who has never knit socks before. Charlene offers
several ideas for heel flap patterns. See just a few of the beautiful socks you can create in the photos at the
bottom of this post. So, what do you thinkâ€”have you tried to master the heel flap, the heel turn, and the
gusset? Did you succeed, or are you still trying? Tell us your sock story in the comments.
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7: 18 Easy Knitting Stitches You Can Use for Any Project - Ideal Me
How to Knit. In this Article: Article Summary Making a Yarn Ball Making a Slipknot Casting On Knitting Stitches Casting
Off Community Q&A In today's high speed world, knitting is surprisingly enjoying a revival as a calming yet productive
hobby.

I watched her videos constantly when I was learning, and. These steps show you how to knit. Attendees may
come and go at their own schedule and show up for any session they can. Knitting Tee Shirt Pattern Apr 10,
Using the or inch circular needle and MC, cast on , , , stitches. It tells us in touch with the marriage. As
contemporary writers, we are laughing in part by saying, ah-hah. The dog to the. A free knitting pattern using
dk-weight yarn. Pattern attributes and techniques include:. Learn to knit by following the knitting videos.
Searching for how to knit video tutorials? It can be a bit of a jungle out there in terms of quality: While
bouncing around in the tight. The knitting needles used in this video are part of the Denise Interchangeable
Needle Set and can be purchased here:. Show more Show less. In this video, I teach you how to: Work a slip
knot 2. Work the knit stitch 4. Bind off I also incl. Grab your knitting needles and yarn and get ready to learn
how to knit!. Top 5 videos for learning how to knit â€” Mollie Makes â€” Searching for how to knit video
tutorials? Decreasing Stitches in Knitting The following videos show two different ways of. A friend of mine
very kindly agreed to knit left handed for me to video for the. Learn to basics of knitting: My channel features
easy-to-follow in. It kind of reminds me of. When I became pregnant I moved in with him and his close-knit
family, who. Leave a Reply Your email address will not be published.
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8: Beginning Knitting - How to Start Knitting
To knit on circular needles, start by making a slipknot on your right-hand needle and casting on stitches like you
normally would according to your pattern's instructions. Next, turn your knitting project so that the working yarn is on
your right and place a stitch marker between the first and last stitch so you can keep track of your place.

Besides these two stitches go together like bread and butter. The best part is, once you know how to knit and
purl you can make practically anything. And the stitch patterns you can create are endless and so pretty. Think
of purl stitching as the opposite to the knit stitch. You still hold your knitting needles the same way however
you will hold the yarn in front of your knitting needle as you purl the stitches. Purl stitches tend to get looser
so just give them a little tug when you are finished working the stitch or hold your yarn a little tighter. How to
Purl Stitches Before you even begin to knit the purl stitch make sure you place the working yarn in front of
your work. Insert the right needle down into the first loop on the left needle starting from the top and then
move it up a little bit to catch that first loop. Then take the working yarn and wrap it around right needle
counterclockwise. Snug it up a bit. Notice that with the purl stitch the right knitting needle is in front of left
needle. With the knit stitch the right needle is behind the left needle. Now, with right needle and yarn still
wrapped around it, slowly slide it down back through that first loop on left needle. Drop this first loop on your
left needle. That stitch was just worked the new stitch is on the right needle so slide it off the needle. Just keep
sliding the loop on the left needle off as it has been worked. The new purl stitch now sits on the right needle.
To help you along, I have chosen two excellent purl knitting videos, using the English style and Continental
style. Knit every row Row 6: Knit 5, Purl 25, Knit 5 Row 7: Knit all stitches Row 8: Repeat row 6 Row 9:
Repeat row 7 Continue knitting row 6 and 7 until you have a square or as long as you like it to be. Finish by
knitting 5 rows of garter stitch Bind off loosely and weave in ends. This little purling knitting pattern can also
be your first practice dishcloth. Or would you like a super easy knitting pattern? This easy pattern is great for
men too. Hope you like them.
9: Knitting Abbreviations Master List | Welcome to the Craft Yarn Council
Casting on with one needle and the long tail. For a DVD showing everything you need to know to learn to knit see:
www.enganchecubano.com
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